UNIVERSAL RJ45 CRIMP TOOL

OE-RJ45TOOL

COMPATIBLE CONNECTORS:
PASS THROUGH RJ45
OE-CAT5RJ45J, OE-CAT5RJ45P,
OE-CAT6RJ45J, OE-CAT6RJ45P
STANDARD RJ45
OE-CAT5PRNG, OE-CAT6PRNG

The WBOX Universal RJ45 Crimp Tool is a long lasting tool that will cut, strip and crimp twisted paired data cables. Universal RJ45 Crimp Tool will reduce cable prep time and the wiring diagram on the tool helps eliminate rework and wasted materials.

• ALL IN ONE TOOL CUTS, STRIPS, AND CRIMPS
• CRIMPS PASS THROUGHT MODUALR PLUGS
• CRIMPS STANDARD MODULAR PLUGS
• CRIMPS RJ11/12 STANDARD MODUALAR PLUGS
• TRIMS CONDUCTORS FLUSH
• 28-22 AWG, SOLID/STRANDED, TEL AND DATA
• ON TOOL WIRING SEQUENCE GUIDE
• COLOR: BLUE/BLACK

PART #: OE-RJ45TOOL
QTY : 1 PCS
UPC: 81191402397

LENGTH: 5.50”
WIDTH: 0.80”
HEIGHT: 2.40”
WEIGHT: 0.371 LBS

Product Certification:

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CONTACT YOUR ADI SALES PERSON.
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT: 1-888-668-8808

wboxtech.com